“The Company Doctors!”

Contact: Randy McKinley at Randy@TheCompanyDrs.com – phone# 866-387-5314
More info available at: www.TheCompanyDrs.com

SAP Anywhere 2.0 - “EASY - All in One Marketing & Sales suite for Small Businesses”

“If you don’t care about the Health of your Business don’t B.E.E.P. or Call The Doctors!”

Business Development

1) Is your Company struggling with Growth or has declining sales?
2) Does your company need to reduce cost to remain competitive?
3) Do you wish there were Experts that were willing to do PERFORMANCE BASED CONTRACTS?

“\textit{The Company Doctors are Experts - When it comes to cost savings or sales growth don’t stress & wonder why you can’t grow sales or cut cost.....Call US! We prefer to do contracts that are NO RISK & you only have to pay for results!}” – President

Increasing Sales – Growth Strategies – Business Transformation/LEAN/TPS – Onsite Skills Training – ISO Implementation/Training – Financial Tune ups – Company Valuations – Due Diligence – Partner PEO’s to reduce labor costs by 1-3% - QuickBooks training & setup – Monthly accounting on Quickbooks –California ETP (state funding $ to pay up to 100% of on site project costs)..call for details

Typical Results

1) Reduce Cycle time up to 90%
2) Productivity/Labor efficiency up by 50%
3) W.I.P. reduced by 80%
4) Quality improved / error rate reduced by 80%
5) Space utilization improved by up to 75%
6) Sales up typically 5-25%